
ON THE EQUIDISTRIBUTION OF SUMS OF
INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLES

HERBERT ROBBINS1

1. The main theorem. Let X\, X2, • • • be a sequence of independ-

ent, real-valued random variables with a common distribution func-

tion F(x) = Pr [Xn^x], and let 5„=A"i+ • • • +Xn. We are going

to show in an elementary manner that the sequence {5„} is "equi-

distributed" on the line — °° <x< oo with respect to a certain class

3C of functions A(x), in the sense that for any A(x) in 3C,

1   5
lim  — E KSj) = Af(A)       with probability 1,
n->«     »   /_i

where the constant M (A) is the mean value of A(x) as defined in the

theory of almost periodic functions.

Let <f>it) —feitxdFix) denote the characteristic function of the X's.

Concerning the roots of the equation o5(¿) = 1 one of the three follow-

ing cases must hold.

Case 1 ("General" case), (pit) = 1 if and only if t = 0.

Case 2 ("Lattice" case). <p(f) is not identically equal to 1 but

there exists a value ¿of^O such that #(/0) = 1. All the mass of F(x) is

then concentrated at one or more of the points x = 2kir/t0 (A = 0,

±1, • • • ). It can be shown that there exists a largest positive num-

ber ß, 0 <ß < o», such that all the mass of F(x) is concentrated at one

or more of the points x = A/3, and the number ß has the property that

<Pit) = l if and only if t = 2kir/ß (A = 0, ±1, • • • ).
Case 3 (Trivial case). <p(i) = l for all t. All the mass of F(x) is

then concentrated at x = 0 and all the 5„ are identically 0. The dis-

tinction among these three cases is fundamental in what follows.

Let F(x) be arbitrary but fixed. We define the mean value operator

M (A) for certain complex-valued functions A(x) of a real variable x,

— «j <x < oo, as follows.

Case 1.

1    rT
M{h) =  lim — I    h(x)dx

T—♦«   2T J —T

provided this limit exists. In particular, for any real / we have
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il     for / = 0,
M(eitx) = <

(0     otherwise.

Case 2.

M(k) =  lim —-—   Z h(j8)
#-»« 2N + 1 ,__at

provided this limit exists; in particular,

%tr (I      for/= 2kir/ß   (k = 0, ±1, •••).
M(ellx) = <

(0     otherwise.

Case 3.

M(h)=h(0);M(eitx) = l.

We now prove the fundamental

Lemma. For any F(x) and any real number t, the relation

1   n

(1.1) lim — Z eitSi = M(eitx)
n-*<*>   n  y_i

holds with probability 1.

Proof. For t = 0 both sides of (1.1) are equal to 1. If i^O but <f>(t)
= 1, then we are dealing with Case 2 with t = 2kir/ß. The right-hand

side of (1.1) is therefore equal to 1, and since each Xn, and hence each

S„, is an integer multiple of ß, the left-hand side of (1.1) is also equal to

1. It remains to consider the case <f>(t) ̂ 1, in which we must show that

with probability 1 the left-hand side of (1.1) has the value 0. Let

1   B
F„ = - Z ei,s'.

n y_i

Then

F„|2= F„Fn = —   ¿ eiUSt-5,)
n2 i,k-i

= — + — Re i Z e"(X'+>+- • •+x*)l,
n      ns       L i<k JKk

so that

E\Yn\2 = ±+-Re\z<t>k-i(l)\
n      n2       L ,<* J
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For any number b^l,

Z bk-' - Z Z b*"' = b Z (1 + b + b2 + • • • + ¿*-2)
i<k k-i }=1 *=2

b       » Ô(w - 1)      /    b    X2

and hence, setting & =«^(i) ?= 1, we have

i      ,        1      2(» - 1)
E   F„ * = - + .Re L4-J

-¿rc[(t^)'(i-H

^ — for some finite constant .4.

It follows that for any e>0,

rl       I i       E\Y»\*        A
Pr[|Fn|>e]g-^á—.

e2 ne „=i

and hence, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma [l, p. 154]

£Pr [|FB.| >e] < oo,

(1.2) Prflim Fni = ol = 1.

But, by a familiar form of argument, given any positive integer n we

can choose m = m(n) such that

then

m2 g » < (m + l)2;

1   » í»2 1     A
FB = — Z eU8i = — Fmî + —     E   eiíS>,

W   3=1 W «     j-rn'+l

(1.3) F„-Fmî
M

w — m2      2m + 1
^-<-> 0        as n —+ oo.

Since m2/n—>l as n—>oo it follows from (1.2) and (1.3) that

Pr flim F» = 0| = 1,

which completes the proof.

Definition. For any fixed distribution function F(x) let 3C = 3C(F)
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denote the class of all complex-valued functions A(x), — oo <x< oo,

such that Af(A) exists and

1    5
(1.4) lim — E KSj) = A/(A)        with probability 1.

»-»«o  n y_i

The class ¡JC depends on the function F(x) which determines the prob-

ability distribution of the sequence {Sn} and the definition of Af(A).

(In the trivial Case 3, 3C consists of all functions A(x).) However, the

lemma shows that 3C certainly contains all the functions eitx. It is easy

to verify that 3C is closed under addition, multiplication by complex

constants, and conjugation, and that M is a linear and monotone

operator on 3C. Moreover, we can show without trouble that

(I) The uniform limit A(x) of any sequence An(x) in 3C is also in 3C,

and Af(A)=limn<00 Af(A„). More generally,

(II) If A(x) is any real-valued function such that there exist two

sequences A„' (x), An' ' (x) in 3C such that

Al(x) á A(x) á k'n'ix);        lim [Mih'n') - Af(A^)] = 0,

then A(x) is in 3C and Af(A) =limB<00 Af(A„') =lim„<00 Af(A„").

Since we know that 3C contains all finite sums of the form

(1.5) E^iai
*-i

where the tk are arbitrary real numbers, it follows from (I) that JC

contains all almost periodic functions ( = uniform limits of sums of the

form (1.5)); in particular, 3C contains all continuous and periodic

functions. From (II) it follows that 3C contains certain discontinuous

functions. For example, suppose that A(x) is real-valued with period

p and is Riemann integrable in the interval O^x^p. Suppose further

that Case 1 holds, or that Case 2 holds with ß not a rational multiple

of p. Given any integer » we can find two finite sums A„' (x), A„" (x),

each of the form

(1.6) gix) =  ¿  a***""
k=m—r

and such that

(1.7) aI(x) g A(x) g A"(x); f"hn'ix)dx - f h'nix)dx < - ■
J 0 •'0 «

For such sums as (1.6) we have in either of the two cases
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1    ["
M(g) = a0 = — I    g(x)dx,

p J o

and hence we can write (1.7) as

(1.8) h'n(x) £ *(*) g h'n'(x);       M(h") - M(h'n) < — ■
n

It follows from (II) that h(x) is in ¡JC, and we see by a simple argu-

ment that

(1.9) M(h)-fh(x)dx.
p J 0

(In Case 1 the relation (1.9) is a trivial consequence of the definition

of M(h) and the periodicity of h(x). In the special case of Case 2 in

which p = 1 and all the mass of F(x) is concentrated at the single point

jS, ß irrational, (1.9) is equivalent to the famous theorem [see 2, pp.

315-316] on the equidistribution mod 1 of the fractional parts of the

sequence nß.)

We summarize our results in

Theorem 1. The class 3C of functions h(x) such that with probability 1

1   "
lim — Z KSi) = M(h)
n->»  n y_i

contains all almost periodic functions. Also, if h(x) has period p and is

Riemann integrable in the interval O^x^p, then with probability 1

hm — Z KSi) = — f " h(x)dx
n-**>  n  y_i p J o

provided Case 1 holds, or Case 2 with ß not a rational multiple of p.

As an application of Theorem 1 we shall prove the following

Corollary. Let h(x) be bounded and such that

(1.10) lim   h(x) = a

exists, — oo <«< oo. Then (except in the trivial Case 3) with probability

1,

1   n

(1.11) lim—Z KSi) = a.
n—«<«   n  y=i

Proof. It will suffice to prove the assertion (1.11) in the special
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case when a = 0 and A(x) is real and non-negative. Suppose, then, that

0 ^ A(x) £ B < oo, lim   A(x) = 0.
|z|-»oo

Given any e>0, choose F0 so large that

A(x) g «   for    x è To.

Let F be any constant larger than F0 and define

{B   for   | x | < To,

t     for   To £ | x | g F,

periodic with period 2F.

We may clearly suppose that B^e; then

Â(x) ^ A*(x)    for all x,

and therefore

»   ;-l »   /-l

The function A*(x) is periodic with period 2F and is Riemann inte-

grable for —T^x^T. Moreover, in Case 2 we shall suppose that Tis

chosen so that ß is not a rational multiple of 2F. Then by Theorem 1,

with probability 1,

J      n In I      rT

0 £ lim sup— E h(Sj) = lim — E **(5y) =- I    A*(x)¿x
n—»«o       W   y_i n—►*   ft   y»i 2i   •/ _r

2£Fo + 2é(F - To)
á -< 2e,

2F

provided that

BTo
T>

i

Since e was arbitrary it follows that with probability 1

lim — Ê A(5y) = 0,
n-»«   »  y=i

which was to be proved.

We remark that any function A(x) satisfying the hypotheses of the

Corollary is in 3C (since Af(A) =a and (1.11) holds with probability 1)

although A(x) need not even be measurable.
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As a special case of the Corollary it follows that for any finite in-

terval I: a^x^b,

number of terms Si, • ■ • , S„ in /
lim-= 0
n-»«> n

with probability 1, provided only that the A's are not identically 0.

2. Sequences equidistributed modulo I. A sequence of constants

{a„} lying in a finite interval I: a^x^b is said to be equidistributed

in I it for every subinterval I': a'^x^b' (a^a' <b'^b),

number of terms au • • ■ , an which lie in I'      V — a'
lim-=-•
n-»«> n b — a

It follows that for any Riemann integrable function u(x) defined on /,

1   » 1      (">
lim — ¿_i u(ai) —- I    u(x)dx.
n-»» n y=i b — aJ a

For any interval I: a^x^b and any number x, not necessarily

lying in /, let (x)i denote "x modulo I" ; that is, let (x)i be the unique

number such that a^(x)i<b and such that x —(x)r is an integer

multiple of b—a. If a sequence of constants {an} is such that the

sequence (an)i is equidistributed in 7, we shall call the sequence {a„}

equidistributed modulo I.

Let S„ = Ai+ • • • +A„, the A's being independent random vari-

ables with any common distribution function for which Case 1 holds,

let I: ai%xi%b be any finite interval, /': a'^x^b' any subinterval

of I, and let h(x) be the function defined for all x as follows:

{1   for x in /',

0   for x in J but not in /',

periodic with period b — a for all x.

It follows from Theorem 1 that with probability 1,

number of terms (Si)j, • • • , (Sn)i which lie in I'     b' — a'
(2.1)   lim-=-»

«-♦•o m b — a

and by denumerability considerations that (2.1) holds with prob-

ability 1 simultaneously for all pairs I, I' of intervals with rational

end points a^a' <b' Sb. It then follows by approximating an arbi-

trary interval from within or from without by a rational interval that

(2.1) holds with probability 1 simultaneously for all intervals I, I'.

Thus we have proved
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Theorem 2. In Case I, with probability 1 the sequence of random vari-

ables {5„} is equidistributed modulo I simultaneously for all finite in-

tervals I.

3. Poincaré's roulette theorem revisited. A horizontal circular disk

is pivoted at its center to a table. Its circumference is marked off into

2m arcs, alternately red and black, the red arcs of angle 5i and the

black arcs of angle <52. An arrow fixed to the table points initially to a

point 0 on the circumference of the disk. The disk is spun in such a

way that the total angle X through which the disk turns is a random

variable with a probability density/(x). The probability that the disk

comes to rest so that the stationary arrow points to a red point on

the circumference is given by the integral

(3.1) j kix)fix)dx

where

{1    for 0 ^ x ^ di (red arc),

0   for Si < x < 5i + 52 (black arc),

periodic with period 5x + 52.

Poincaré [3, pp. 127-129; see also 4, 5] observed that if fix) is held

fixed while m—► oo and Sj—>0 in such a way that the ratio 5i/52 remains

constant, then the integral (3.1) tends to the limit Si/(5i+52). (Poin-

caré actually assumed that /(x) has a bounded derivative, but this

assumption is unnecessary.) Thus, despite the presence of the arbi-

trary density function/(x), for large m the disk behaves as though it

had an approximately uniform distribution of probability around its

circumference.

Let {Xn} be a sequence of independent random variables with the

common probability density fix), corresponding to a succession of

spins of the disk in which the disk is returned after each spin to its initial

position with the arrow pointing to 0. According to the strong law of

large numbers, the relation

lim [proportion of red stopping points among first « trials]
ft—•»

(3.3)
i  " r

= lim — E KXj) =  I  A(x)/(x)dx
b-»«>  n y=i J

will hold with probability 1.
Now suppose (as is presumably the case in practice) that the suc-

cessive spins of angles X\, X2, • • • are applied without touching the
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disk between spins. After the »th spin the disk will have turned

through a total angle 5„, and Theorem 1 shows that, in contrast to

(3.3), the relation

lim [proportion of red stopping points among first » trials]
n—*°o

(3.4) 1   - 5i= lim - E KSi) =
»-»•>   »   y_i 8x + d2

will hold with probability 1. In fact, (3.4) will hold even if the X's
do not have a probability density, provided only that their common

distribution function F(x) is such that Case 1 holds or Case 2 holds

with ß not a rational multiple of 27r. This result is truly in the spirit

of Poincaré's "method of arbitrary functions."

4. A general equidistribution problem. For a given distribution

function F(x) and pair of functions Ai(x), A2(x), when does the limit

¿ hxiSj)

(4.1) Km —-

E *.(Sj)
i-x

exist (either with probability 1 or in probability, etc.) and have as its

value a constant which represents some natural measure of the "rela-

tive mean value" of Ai(x) compared with A2(x)? In the special case

A2(x) = 1 this reduces to the problem of §1. There we demanded that

the value of (4.1) for A2(x) = l be equal to the mean value Af(Ai) as

defined in the three different cases. Similarly, we might now require

that the value of (4.1) be equal to

(4.2) Jim

/Ai(x)¿x

/h2ix)dx
-T

and we might confine ourselves to pairs of functions for which the

limit

lim

J.r,
Ai(x)dx

I      h2ix)dx
J T,
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exists uniformly as T2 — 2"i—» oo.

If the individual limits

(4.3) lim — Zki(Si) (i-1,2)
n—>«   W   y«.i

exist and are not both 0, then (4.1) exists also, so that the results of

§1 give a partial answer to the present problem. However, the case

in which both the limits (4.3) exist and are 0 is often of great interest,

and this is not covered by the results of §1. We shall be content here

with giving three simple examples illustrative of the general problem.

Example 1 (Periodic intervals). Let Ai(x) be defined by (3.2) and

let A2(x) = 1 — Ai(x). In Case 1, Theorem 1 shows that, with probability

1, (4.3) exists and equals 5,-, so that (4.1) exists and equals the value

Si/52 of (4.2).
Example 2 (Infinite intervals). Let Ai(x) = 1 for x^O and K(x) =0

for x<0, while h2(x) = 1 — Ai(x). By a theorem of Erdös and Kac [6],

if the A's have mean 0 and finite second moment, the random vari-

ables

zn = - Z K(Si)
n y_i

have the continuous limiting distribution function

2
G(x) = lim Pr [Z„ g x] = — arc sin x1'2  (0 g x g 1).

n—»« 3T

Since Z?)-i h2(Sj)=n(l-Zn) it follows that neither (4.3) nor (4.1)

(since the ratio in (4.1) is equal to Zn/(l —Zn)) converges to any con-

stant with probability 1 or in probability.

Example 3 (Finite intervals). Let A<(x) = 1 on some finite interval

(Of, bi) and A¿(x) =0 elsewhere. In [7] it is shown, for example, that if

F(x) is not a lattice distribution function and has mean 0 and finite

third absolute moment, then the limit in probability of (4.1) is

(bi —aij/(bi —a2), and that under somewhat different conditions on

F(x) the limit in probability of (4.1) exists more generally wherever

the hi(x) are any two bounded functions in Ll(— oo, oo), and has as

its value (4.2), which is here equal to the ratio of the integrals of the

functions A<(x) over (— oo, oo), the denominator integral being as-

sumed 9¿Q. Here the individual limits (4.3) exist but are both 0. A

sharper and more general result was proved later in [14].

5. Extension to compact groups. By using the random ergodic the-

ory of Ulam-von Neumann [8] and Kakutani [9], the results of §1
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can be extended to the case in which the random variables X„ have

values in any compact topological group.

Let G be a compact (not necessarily commutative) topological

group with elements g and Haar measure lx, p;(G) = 1, and let J„(oi)

be a sequence of independent G-valued random variables with the

same distribution defined on a probability space ß of points w. Put

5„(a>) = A"i(w) • • • A»(ùj), where the product is taken in the sense of

group multiplication in G. From Theorem 1 of [9 ] it follows that for

any continuous function A(g) defined on G,

lim - E Kg Xxi«) ■ • ■ XAw))
n—*■»   ft   y_i

(.5.1)

= Hm E *(*-Sy(«)) = Kg, «)
«-♦" y-i

exists for a.e. (g, w) in G X ß. The functions

hnM)   « - Ê Kg-Sjico))
«   ,-1

are equi-uniformly continuous on G for any fixed co, while from

Fubini's theorem it follows that for a.e. « the limit (5.1) exists for a.e.

g. Consequently for a.e. w the limit (5.1) exists uniformly for all g in

G. In particular, setting g = l,

(5.2) lim — ¿ A(5,-(o»)) = A(co)

exists a.e. on ß.

Let (pxig)=gx denote right multiplication in G. The family

{<pX(ao|w£ß} of ^-preserving transformations is said to be ergodic on

G if, for every Borel subset B of G, ß[<f>x^)iB)AB]=0 for a.e. a im-

plies piB) = 0 or 1, where A denotes symmetric difference. From Theo-

rem 3 of [9] it follows in the ergodic case that the function A(g, co) of

(5.1) is constant a.e. on GXQ, and hence the function A(w) of (5.2)

is constant a.e. on ß.

Now it is easy to see that the family {<px(M)|«Eß} is ergodic on G

il A(cd) has the following property: for any null set A of ß, the set

{X(w)|cü(Eß — A} generates an everywhere dense subgroup of G. If

A(co) does not have this property on G, we replace G by the smallest

closed subgroup G0 with the property that Pr {w| A"(w) EG0} = 1 ; then

X(w) has the desired property on the group Go. Consequently,

h~ig, o>) is constant a.e. on GoXß and hiui) is constant a.e. on ß. Thus
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A(w) is constant a.e. on ß even when the family {0x<U)|«Eß} is not

ergodic on G.

Theorem 1 of §1 for A(x) almost periodic fellows by taking as G the

van Kampen-Weil [10, 11 ] compactification of the real line — oo <x

< oo with respect to the function A(x). In this case A(x) corresponds

to a continuous function h(g) on the compactification. The case in

which A(g) is Riemann integrable on G is treated similarly.

The results of this paper are connected to some extent with work

by Levy [12] and Kawada and Ito [13] who discussed convergence

of distribution functions (instead of convergence with probability 1

of sequences of random variables) for the case of the additive group

of real numbers modulo 1 and a general compact group respectively.

The author is indebted to Professor S. Kakutani for the results of

this section.

6. Equidistribution for general stochastic processes. We can easily

extend our equidistribution arguments beyond the case of sums of

independent random variables. In fact, let X(t) be any stochastic

process with a continuous time parameter /, defined for all /ïïO. For

any fixed real X set

1   /*'
Y(t) = — I    e»x<«>dw.

t J o

Then

E | 7(0 |2 = — f     f   EeWM-'Wdudv.

We shall assume that for every Xy^O there exists a 5 = S(X)>0 such

that as t—* oo,

(6.1) E\Y(i)\2 = 0(t->).

Then just as in §1 we can show that with probability 1,

(I    for   X = 0,
lim Y(t) = <
»-.- (O   for   X -A 0.

It follows that the equidistribution properties which hold in Case 1 for

the discrete sequence {Sn} continue to hold in integral form for the

process X(t).

It is therefore of interest to ask for what processes X(t) the as-

sumption (6.1) is satisfied. We shall consider only the case of a process

with stationary increments, in which the distribution of the differ-
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ence X(w) — Xiv) depends only on the difference u—v. Then for fixed

X, setting

Ui-t) for   t<0,

we can write

_Egft[X(»)-z(.)i « 0(M _ j,)i

and hence

E | F(i) |2 = — f    f  4>iu- v)dudv

2 rl   r*
= — Re   I      I    #(« — v)dudv

t J a   J a

2 c*   Cv
(6.2) = — Re   I      I    4>iu)dudv

t J o     •/ 0

2 f «
= — Re   I    (f - u)4>iu)du

t J o

2   /*'
g — |    | 0(«) I ¿M-

¿  •/ 0

Hence  if   for  some  ô>0, <f>it)=Oit~l)   as  t—*<x>,  then  setting   8'

= min (5, 1/2) we have <p(/) =0(í_,') and therefore from (6.2),

2       2C   r '
E | F(/) |2 ̂  — +- I    «-«'¿W = Oit-''),

t I  J i

so that (6.1) holds with S replaced by 5'. This proves

Theorem 3. If Xit) is a stochastic process with stationary increments,

such that for every \¿¿0 there exists a S = S(X) > 0 for which

EeihlxU)-xm = o(/-5)    as   /_* »,

then for any function A(x) wAicA is almost periodic, or periodic and Rie-

mann integrable in its period interval, the relation

i c i rA
lim — I    hiXiu))du = Af(A)   =  lim - |    A(x)¿x
i-»« t J o a—"0 2A J —a

holds with probability 1.

As a particular case of Theorem 3 we mention the case of Brownian
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movement (Wiener-Lévy) in which the random variable X(u) —X(v)

is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance | u—v\, so that for

t^O

<p(t) = e-*«2,

and

E\Y(t)\2 = 0(t-i).
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